Organ Grinder's Swing
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Who's that coming down the street?
When he turns that handle down,
Good old Organ Grinder Pete,
Music goes a round and round.
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He's the latest rhythm king,
Everybody starts to sing,
With his organ grinder's swing,
To that organ grinder's swing.
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Pa swings it, so does ma.
Da-dya Tra-la.
Ma swings it, so does pa.
Da-dya Tra-la.
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You swing it, So do I, I swing it, so do you.
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So do you.
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Drop a nickel in his hat, like a rich aristocrat.

Every nickel that you fling makes that organ grinder swing.

Pa swings it, so does ma. Ma swings it, so does pa.

You swing it, so do I. I swing it, so do you.